
NORTH HORSHAM PARISH COUNCIL 
PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND TRANSPORT COMMITTEE 

THURSDAY 29TH OCTOBER 2020 AT 7.30pm 
VIA ZOOM VIDEO CONFERENCE 

 
CLERK’S REPORT TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE AGENDA 

Numbers relate to those on the agenda. 
 
 

1. Public Forum 

 The Public Forum will last for a period of up to 15 minutes during which members of the 

public may put questions to the Council or draw attention to relevant matters relating to 

the business on the agenda. Each speaker is limited to 3 minutes. Business of the 

meeting will start immediately following the public forum or at 7.45pm whichever is the 

earlier. 
 

3. Declaration of Interests 

 Members are advised to consider the agenda for the meeting and determine in 

advance if they may have a Personal, Prejudicial or a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in 

any of the agenda items. If a Member decides they do have a declarable interest, they 

are reminded that the interest and the nature of the interest must be declared at the 

commencement of the consideration of the agenda item; or when the interest becomes 

apparent to them.  Details of the interest will be included in the Minutes. 
 

 Where a Member has a Prejudicial Interest (which is not a Disclosable Pecuniary 

Interest), Members are reminded that they must now withdraw from the meeting 

chamber after making representations or asking questions. 
 

 If the interest is a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest, Members are reminded that they 

must take no part in the discussions of the item at all; or participate in any voting; and 

must withdraw from the meeting chamber; unless they have received a dispensation. 
 

5. Chairman’s Announcements 

1. On the 9th October 2020, the request for support in the Planning Committees 

Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) for double yellow lines at Crawley Road, 

between the bus stop and the traffic lights, has been advertised in Horsham 

Pages, on the Parish Council’s website and letters have been sent to houses 

between the effected site on Crawley road, including the houses in Rutherford 

Way. West Sussex County Times has been notified of the advertisement for use 

in their paper. Currently there are 7 people in support of the TRO. 1 resident did 

not support the application due to insignificant parking in the area and suggested 

the addition of a layby would improve the situation. 

Due to Covid-19 this project had to be pushed back. In terms of applications, the 

TRO year runs from 1st August – 31st July. The application is unable to be put 

forward to the County Local Committee (CLC) in November 2020 and so will be 

submitted before 31st July 2021 to go to the CLC meeting in November 2021. 



2. A resident of Parsonage Road has notified West Sussex County Council 

(WSCC) of concerns for the weight limit of the road being exceeded by lorry 

drivers and there being no policing measures to mitigate the issue, creating an 

increase in noise and air pollution. Concerns were also raised regarding the 

railway bridge in Wimblehurst Road where a sign noting a weak bridge has been 

removed. West Sussex County Cllr A. Baldwin, under information from WSCC 

Traffic Manager, informed the resident that WSCC has no legal powers of 

enforcement for any restriction on the public highway, including weight 

restrictions, and so it will need to be reported to the Police. The Police have 

responded to the resident informing them this is something they can’t address. 

The local policing team have been sent the initial report for their awareness only. 

 

6. Speed of traffic in Crawley Road 

 At the Planning Committee meeting on 24th September 2020 it was agreed to request 

the Police to install 30mph reminder posters along Crawley Road between the 30mph 

zone sign by Kingsmead Lodge to the traffic lights at Roffey Corner. 

Sussex Police have responded noting that only ‘slow down’ message/signs can be 

explored for installation, rather than the ‘speed check’ signs as these directly relate to 

Community Speedwatch (CSW) approved sites. It has been requested for the ‘slow 

down’ signs to be installed instead. Sussex Police’s CSW Team are reviewing the area 

to assess the availability for them to be installed along the stretch of road.  

PCSO Erica Baxter presented the improvements and changes in the CSW system to 

the Planning Committee in September 2019. Sussex Police have offered to present 

more information on the initiative to the Parish Council. 

The initiative has been considered in recent years, in both 2018 and 2019: 

In 2018 it was decided not to proceed with the initiative as there were limited areas in 

the Parish in which it could be used. It was acknowledged a similar scheme in the past 

did not yield any reduction in speed and it was deemed not to be an effective use of the 

councils’ limited resources. 

Again in 2019, after noting the PCSO’s comprehensive presentation, there were 

concerns raised regarding the resource implications and possible risks to volunteers. 

As a result, the Parish Council did not pursue the initiative. 

 

7. Highway safety under the railway bridge on Pondtail Road 

 In December 2019 the Planning Committee was informed of a resident’s concerns 

regarding the speed of vehicles approaching the bridge on Pondtail Road and its 

single-width footpath, which directly affects driver safety using the junction of Trundle 

Mead onto Pondtail Road, situated just outside North Horsham Parish Council. It also 

poses a hazard to pedestrians, particularly those using a wheelchair or pushchairs 

alongside children. Highway and footpath use in Pondtail Road have recently increased 

due to the newly established Nursery located a short distance from the bridge. 

Some members of Old Millmeads Estate Residents (including members of the 

Neighbourhood Watch), WSCC Traffic Officer and West Sussex County                    

Cllr P. Catchpole visited the site on 29th November 2019. An additional meeting took 

place in February 2020.  



 

The latest update from the representative of the Old Millmeads Estate and the 

Neighbourhood Watch is as below:  

Horsham District Council’s (HDC) Improvements Team, who implement all the 

Community Highways Schemes, have explored the possibility of installing a ‘give/go’ 

system under the bridge, making the carriageway single track in that area, with build-

outs at either end of the tunnel, and a widened footpath. It has been concluded, in 

principle, such a scheme is deliverable. 

  

HDC suggested to the residents that a formal Community Highways Scheme 

application is completed by a member of the community, or somebody representing a 

local community group, working on the basis of a scheme as described above. The 

representative is looking to take forward this application.  

 

Support for the application has been received from West Sussex County Cllr P. 

Catchpole. Horsham District Neighbourhood Council previously gave support when 

they were briefed initially and are being updated on the current progress. 

 

8. Consultations 

 1. White Paper: Planning for the Future – As agreed at the Planning Meeting on 

24th September 2020 Cllr R. Turner, Cllr R. Knight and Cllr D. Mahon are to 

produce a report, which is to be agreed under delegated decision, responding to 

the consultation. The agreed response will be circulated to the committee and 

tabled at the meeting. 

Due to the limited time frame, the working party have been unable to respond to 

the National Association of Local Council’s (NALC) response date of 15th 

October 2020. However, NALC will be notified of the Parish Councils finalised 

response. 

Cllr R. Turner and Cllr D. Mahon, members of the working party, have attended 

the Sussex Association of Local Councils briefing on the consultation. 

 

Link to consultation file: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att

achment_data/file/907647/MHCLG-Planning-Consultation.pdf  

This consultation covers a package of proposals for reform of the planning 

system in England, covering plan-making, development management, 

development contributions, and other related policy proposals. Views are sought 

for specific proposals and the wider package of reforms presented. 

 

The key headlines identified by HDC are as follows: 

  

• Local Plans will be required to zone land in different categories: 

1. Growth Areas suitable for substantial development (Note: ‘Substantial’ 

is not defined) 

2. Renewal areas suitable for development 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907647/MHCLG-Planning-Consultation.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907647/MHCLG-Planning-Consultation.pdf


3. Areas that are protected (this will includes designations such as the 

High Weald AONB, South Downs National Park and land at risk of 

flooding) 

• Sufficient land to be allocated to meet housing requirements calculated in 

a revised standard housing methodology (see further information below) 

• No five year land supply test but continue with three year housing delivery 

test 

• Local level policies for development management to be replaced by 

standardised national policies – most likely in an updated NPPF 

• Land allocated for growth would be supported by ‘development criteria’ 

and design codes 

• The layout and format of Local Plans will be required to be in a set digital 

format to enable a strategic national map of planning to be created. There 

is also an emphasis on digital methods of plan consultation. 

• Current Local Plan assessments such as Strategic Environmental 

Assessments will be replaced by a ‘simplified process for assessing the 

environmental impact of plans, which would continue to satisfy UK law 

and treaties” 

• A commitment to retaining neighbourhood plans but potential to change 

their focus / ability to focus on street level 

• The timescale for Local Plan preparation is set at 30 months (2.5 years) 

from the point where revised legislation is enacted – we do not know 

when this will be but envisage it could be in place next summer) 

• The mechanism of funding infrastructure will be changed – replacing 

Section 106 and CIL with a single fixed levy 

 

Further information from HDC which includes Lichfield’s analysis on the 

documentation and HDC Planning’s summary on some of the key proposals has 

been circulated to the Council for information. 

 

2. Pavement Parking – To further develop its understanding of the pavement 

parking problem, the Department for Transport (DfT) is seeking views on: 

• whether its ongoing work (Option 1), see consultation link below for more details, 

to improve the TRO process, under which local authorities can already prohibit 

pavement parking, is sufficient and proportionate to tackle pavement parking 

where it is a problem; or if not: 

• which of 2 specific options is preferred. These were identified in the 

department’s review of the pavement parking problem, and echoed by the 

Transport Committee; are aimed at providing better tools for local authorities. 

These options, explained in more detail in the consultation document (see link 

below), are: 

  legislative change to allow local authorities with civil parking 

 enforcement (CPE) powers to enforce against ‘unnecessary obstruction 

 of the pavement’ (Option 2), or: 



   legislative change to introduce a London-style pavement parking  

  prohibition throughout England (Option 3). 

• any alternative proposals you may have for managing pavement parking 

 

A full list of the consultation questions can be seen on the consultation page: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/managing-pavement-parking/pavement-

parking-options-for-change#how-to-respond 

 

The Working Party have produced a report (Annex 1) for the Planning Committees 

Consideration. A series of 48 questions are listed in the consultation document. The 

proposed responses in the report are blue, items highlighted in yellow are where the 

Planning Committee required to make a decision. 

 

9. Planning Appeals 

 Planning Appeal lodged: 

REASONS FOR 
APPEAL 

Appeal against refusal of planning permission 

APPLICATION 
REFERENCE 

DC/20/0594 

WARD Comptons 

APPLICATION Erection of a part single, part two storey side and front 
extension, and conversion of garage into habitable 
living space 

SITE 1 Howard Road 

PC COMMENTS Objection, due to the adverse impact of the open plan 
nature of the estate. 

APPEAL 
DECISION 

 

 

  

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/managing-pavement-parking/pavement-parking-options-for-change#how-to-respond
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/managing-pavement-parking/pavement-parking-options-for-change#how-to-respond


Annex 1 



Report to the Planning, Environment and Transport Committee 29th October 2020 

Pavement parking: options for change – consultation by the Department for 

Transport (DfT) running from 31st August 2020 to 22nd November 2020. 

A working party formed of Cllr James Davidson, Cllr David Searle and Cllr Ray Turner 

convened by Zoom on 14th October 2020 at 6.30pm to consider the consultation.  

The definition of a pavement in the consultation document is “the part of the highway 

which shares its border with the carriageway (road) on which there is a public right of 

way on foot. This is distinct from a ‘footpath which does not border a road.” 

The DfT seeks views on:- 

Option 1 whether ongoing work to improve the Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) process, 

under which local authorities can already prohibit pavement parking, is sufficient and 

proportionate to tackle pavement parking where it is a problem.  

Or if not:- 

Option 2 – legislative change to allow local authorities with civil parking enforcement 

(CPE) powers to enforce against ‘unnecessary obstruction of the pavement’ 

Option 3 – legislative change to introduce a London style pavement parking prohibition 

throughout England.  

The working party worked through the relevant questions and the proposed responses 

are detailed below:- 

Responses are in blue. 

Items highlighted in yellow are where the Committee has to decide an option.  

Question 1 

Contact details of the Clerk will be inserted. 

Question 2 

The response is on behalf of North Horsham Parish Council. 

Questions 3 – 5 relate to responses from individuals and are therefore not 

applicable. 

Questions for all respondents. 

Question 6 



Do you think vehicles parked on the pavement is a problem in your area? 

Yes. 

Question 7 

Do you prefer: 

• option 1? 

• option 2? 

• option 3? 

• an alternative option? (please describe it) 

 

The working party discarded Option 1 but whilst there was agreement that legislation 

was required to manage pavement parking, there was disagreement as to whether 

option 2 or option 3 would best address the issue. The working party answered the 

questions for both options so that the Committee could agree the final option that would 

be put forward to DfT. 

 

Responses if option 2 were chosen – to allow local authorities with CPE powers to 
enforce against ‘Unnecessary obstruction of the pavement’ 

Question 8 

How would you define an ‘unnecessary obstruction of the pavement’? 

An ‘unnecessary obstruction of the pavement’ would be where a vehicle impeded the 
comfortable use of the pavement and where a stationery vehicle forced pavement users 
into the highway. (The definition of pavement is that used for this consultation).  

Question 9 

Do you think a warning notice should be given for first-time offences of causing an 
unnecessary obstruction by parking on the pavement? 

Discretion should be given to the enforcement body. 

 

Question 10 

What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages associated with Option 2? 

Advantages:- 

1. Local Authorities have a better understanding of their own areas and where the 
problem spots occur. 

2. If money from enforcement went directly back to the Local Authority it would pay 
for the scheme to be administered. 



3. The enforcement officer would be able to use some common sense.  

Disadvantage:- 

1. It is confusing if there are different rules in different areas.    

Responses if Option 3 were chosen - England-wide pavement parking prohibition 

Question 11 

Do you think a national prohibition should apply: 

• on no roads (since you are against the proposal)? 

• on all public roads within the country? 

• only on roads with speed limits up to 40mph (this includes roads in villages, 
towns and cities); or 

• in an alternative way of your description? (please describe) 

Question 12 

Should a national prohibition apply to: 

• pavements only? 

• pavements and verges? 

Question 13 

What are your views on the impact this would have on the built and historic 
environment? 

Prohibiting pavement parking in built up areas has a positive effect. Cars rarely enhance 
a street scene and with more people working from home, there are more parked cars in 
residential roads. 

Prohibiting pavement parking would reduce the amount of damage to pavements, kerb 
edges and grass verges, which has a knock-on impact of reducing Local Authority 
spending.  

Question 14 

What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of Option 3: 

• for rural areas including villages? 

• for suburban areas? 

• for town and city centres? 

• overall? 

 



Overall Option 3 represents an easily understood law that pavement parking and parking 
on grass verges is prohibited.  

Question 15 

Do you believe Option 2 or Option 3 would have an impact on the environment? 

Both options would have a favourable impact if properly managed and robustly enforced.  

Damage caused by vehicles parked on pavements and grass verges is unsightly, 
expensive to repair and can cause obstacles for local residents to negotiate (eg uneven 
pavements and large undulations in grass verges).  

Overall, the impact of vehicles parked on pavements erodes the sense of pride that 
residents can have in an area.  

Question 16 

For both options 2 and 3, we propose exceptions for those vehicles listed in Annex B. 
(The final listed exception applies to option 3 only.) What, if any, other additional 
vehicles or services would you like to exempt and why? 

The proposals to exempt postal service and delivery, collection, loading or unloading of 

goods to, or from any premises, in the course of business: where this cannot reasonably 

be carried out without the vehicle being parked on a pavement: and the vehicle is so 

parked for no longer than is necessary for these purposes, and in any event for no more 

than a continuous period of 20 minutes, should be removed from Annex C. 

There has been a significant increase in home deliveries over the last six months and 

these cause issues associated with parking on pavements, inconsiderate parking and 

blocking roads. Deliveries to retail outlets involve vehicles that are heavy and that can 

cause significant damage to pavements and grass verges.  

Questions on the equality duty 

Question 17 

In respect of people who share any of the following protected characteristics: 

• age 

• disability 

• gender reassignment 

• pregnancy and maternity 

• race 

• religion/belief 

• sex 



• sexual orientation 

Please describe any negative impacts that the options in this document might have on 
these objectives: 

• eliminating discrimination 

• advancing equality of opportunity 

• fostering good relations 

Please clearly identify the specific consultation option, the protected characteristic 
affected, which objective is affected and the nature of any negative impact. 

It was considered that neither of the options 2 or 3 would discriminate against any group 
of people as the rules would apply equally to all.  

Final comments for all respondents 

Question 18 

Do you have any other comments? 

Users of Mobility Scooters are seriously affected by pavement parking. If a pavement is 

blocked the user needs to turn around, sometimes on narrow pavements, to find drop 

kerbs both sides of the highway to be able to cross the road. They then need to find 

similar drop kerbs to return to their original route. Mobility Scooters are unable to 

negotiate kerbs without putting the driver at risk. This can cause distress to the user and 

in some cases it has been known that the person has aborted their journey and returned 

home. 

Those using children’s buggies or pushchairs have to cross the road or walk in the road 

to pass a vehicle parked on the pavement. If they also have a young child walking with 

them, it is difficult to control the buggy and child and puts them at an increased risk.  

Pavements and grass verges weren’t designed to take vehicles, particularly heavy vans 

and lorries. There is a move to put services in grass verges to reduce cost and 

disruption when any repairs need to be undertaken.  Many pavement surfaces locally 

have broken up and present trip hazards which are unlikely to be repaired due to limited 

budget funds. The cost to repairs are ultimately borne by the Council taxpayers.  Grass 

verges become uneven with ruts from heavy wheels.  Not only is this unsightly but also 

presents a trip hazard and the grass cannot be cut. 

There are local examples of where schools are sited near to sheltered housing 

developments and where parents delivering or collecting children park on the pavements 

both sides of the road making access along the pavement impossible.  Scooter drivers 

and children have to walk in the road making it extremely dangerous when other 



vehicles arrive or depart.  Small children and scooter drivers are very low down and are 

not easy to be seen by drivers. 

Pavement parking around schools can restrict access and cause safety issues for those 

using more sustainable means to collect their children.  

 

Pavement parking affects the elderly, disabled, poorly sighted and those with hearing 

loss.  In some cases this can cause disorientation. We have evidence that groups of 

people will not go out as they are afraid they will find the pavement being blocked. 

 

Since the Covid 19 pandemic many people are working from home and it appears that 

this may be the trend in the future.  More vehicles are being left all day outside residents 

homes and many of them are parked on the pavements and causing congestion.  This is 

particularly bad during waste collection days. 

Grass verges form part of the pavement and enhance the urban scene. Persistent 

parking can cause damage to the verges and result in mud extending across the 

footway causing a slip hazard, as was evidenced locally at Roffey Corner, Crawley 

Road, Horsham.  

Legislation is conflicting in so far as driving on a pavement is illegal, but parking on a 

pavement outside London is not. In theory, the Police can take action where a vehicle is 

witnessed driving onto a pavement, but with the cut in police numbers, such occasions 

are virtually unheard of.  

There are local examples of where residents are installing bollards in verges outside 

their homes to try to reduce the damage that can be caused by pavement parking. It is 

not clear whether permission has been gained for this practice.  

It is acknowledged that in some locations pavement parking is difficult to avoid, for 

example in areas where terraced or high density housing predates universal car 

ownership. In such cases exemptions could be granted subject to highway management 

that would ensure that full pedestrian access is maintained. Local examples are Leith 

View Road, Lime Avenue and Spooners Road in Roffey Horsham.  

Questions for organisations (other than local authorities)  

Question 19 - 21  

North Horsham Parish Council is not a commercial business and does not routinely 
make deliveries as part of its business.  

Question 22 

Do you agree that 20 minutes of pavement parking would be adequate for a delivery? 

Delivery vehicles should not be exempt from any legislation. (See question 16) 



Question 23 

If you answered “No”, of all the daily deliveries that you may make, what percentage do 
you think will take longer than 20 minutes each to be completed? 

Not applicable. 

Question 24 

In your opinion, what types of delivery that you make would require greater than 20 
minutes? 

Not applicable.  

Questions for local authorities 

Question 25 

Are you representing a council? 

The response represents North Horsham Parish Council. 

Question 26 

Has your authority introduced a TRO, or TROs, to implement pavement parking 
restrictions? 

• Yes 

• Don’t know 

• No 

If you answered ‘No’, why not? 

If you answered ‘Yes’: * How many has your authority introduced in each of the last 10 
years? * Typically, how long does a TRO take for you to put into place (in weeks)? * 
What was the average monetary cost (to the nearest £) of introducing a single TRO? 
(please breakdown costs eg administration, legal, advertising, traffic sign purchase / 
installation & road marking creation). 

North Horsham Parish Council is seeking to use a TRO to paint double yellow lines at 

Roffey Corner, Crawley Road, Horsham where there has been significant public 

opposition to parking on the grass verges. In other areas the Parish Council has initiated 

bollards and planting to provide a physical barrier to prevent parking on grass verges.  

The Parish Council has also supported residents who have put together proposals to put 

to West Sussex County Council to stop parking in areas where this has caused 

difficulties for members of the public to use the pavements and highways safely.  



Question 27 

Could you please provide where possible, for each of the 5 years 2015-2019, figures or 
estimates (please specify which) for your local authority: 

• the number of injury claims made to your local authority 

• the number of injury claims made due to pavement parking 

• the number of injury claims for which compensation was paid 

• the number of injury claims made due to pavement parking for which 
compensation was paid 

• the total compensation paid for injury claims 

• the total compensation paid due to pavement parking 

 

Not applicable. 

Question 28 

What was the: 

• total spend on pavement repairs for each of the 5 years 2015 to 2019? 

• the percentage of this total spend due to pavement parking: for each of the 5 
years 2015 to 2019?  

Not applicable. 

Option 2 

Question 29 

If your council has civil enforcement powers and was permitted to enforce the offence of 
‘unnecessary obstruction’, would your council elect to do this? 

Not applicable. 

Question 30 

If you answered “Yes” or “Don’t know”, what number of staff, in your authority, would 
need to learn the new enforcement guidance?  

Not applicable. 

Question 31 

Can you foresee any additional, unfunded costs outside of the normal issuing and 
processing of PCNs?  



Not applicable. 

Question 32 

What are these costs (list the individual costs and the total average expenditure based 
on a per annum basis)? 

Not applicable. 

Option 3 

Question 33 

In your authority area, estimate based on your total road network, on how much road is 
pavement parking necessary to ensure free-flowing traffic is maintained? Give the 
amount: 

The Parish Council considers that there is no need for any pavement parking. Managing 
the flow of traffic can be achieved by other methods such as parking on alternate sides 
of the roads to reduce the speed of traffic but still allow access for vehicles.  

Question 34 

What do you expect an assessment of your road network, to identify exemptions, to cost 
overall and how do the costs break down individually (£)? 

Not applicable. 

Question 35 

Would your authority need to provide more parking provision to implement option 3? 

Not applicable. 

Question 36 

Please provide an estimate of the cost of implementing exemptions in your area, 
including: 

• staff costs 

• traffic signing costs 

• bay marking costs 

• removal of traffic signing for previously implemented TROs restricting 
pavement parking in your area 

Not applicable. 

Question 37 



Can you foresee any additional, unfunded costs beyond the normal costs of issuing and 
processing PCNs? 

Not applicable. 

Question 38 

Give an explanation and breakdown of the number of additional: 

• staff for your local authority? 

• salary costs for your local authority? 

• hiring costs for your local authority? 

• training costs for your local authority? 

Not applicable. 

Question 39 

What additional staff roles do you envisage? 

Not applicable. 

Question 40 

Do you expect any other, non-staff, costs to arise from a national pavement parking 
prohibition? 

Not applicable. 

Question 41 

What are these costs (list the individual costs and the total average expenditure based 
on a per annum basis)?  

Not applicable. 

Question 42 

What potential benefits, if any, do you think there will be for your authority from a 
national pavement parking prohibition (such as existing costs being reduced)? Provide 
any monetary benefit where possible. 

Not applicable. 

Question 43 



The government is looking to local authorities to introduce more cycle facilities to 
encourage active travel. Do you think this will cause issues for a national pavement 
parking prohibition? 

No 

 

Final comments 

Question 44 

Do you have any other comments? 

See question 18. 


